A key aspect of RNA secondary structure prediction is the identification of novel functional elements. This is a challenging task because these elements typically are embedded in longer transcripts where the borders between the element and flanking regions have to be defined. The flanking sequences impact the folding of the functional elements both at the level of computational analyses and when the element is extracted as a transcript for experimental analysis. Here, we analyze how different flanking region lengths impact folding into a constrained structure by computing probabilities of folding for different sizes of flanking regions. Our method, RNAcop (RNA context optimization by probability), is tested on known and de novo predicted structures. In vitro experiments support the computational analysis and suggest that for a number of structures, choosing proper lengths of flanking regions is critical. RNAcop is available as web server and stand-alone software via http://rth.dk/resources/rnacop.
INTRODUCTION
Prediction and experimental validation of RNA structure is essential in RNA biology in order to elucidate the diverse cellular functions of RNA molecules. Many of the classic non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) involved in the most basic cellular functions have a high density of structure (e.g. tRNA, rRNA, snRNA, SRP RNA), but the importance of structural analyses extends to more recently discovered ncRNAs with a lower density of structural elements and specialized functions (e.g. Xist RNA, MALAT1 RNA or HAR1 RNA) (1) (2) (3) (4) . Moreover, mRNAs harbor structural elements, particularly in their 5 and 3 UTRs. Examples are bacterial riboswitches regulating transcription termination or translatability, IRE hairpins in eukaryotic mRNAs involved in iron homeostasis and SECIS elements involved in synthesis of selenoproteins (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) .
Advances in the field of RNA secondary structure prediction allow one to identify potential functional elements on a genome scale. This has been employed in several screens for non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) in bacteria and mammals including the human genome, (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) .
For these screens and when constructing tedious RNA structural alignments for comparative analysis, it is often of interest to study structures at the individual sequence level. In such cases, one is interested in projecting the consensus structure onto the individual sequences and obviously interested in folding the single sequence while taking the consensus structure in account. However, the structure of interest is often embedded within a larger molecule that is impractical to analyze or to study in its full-length. Hence, our aim is to optimize lengths of flanking regions for folding into a specified structure of interest for an individual sequence.
Recent studies have pointed out how the prediction accuracy of a semi-local RNA structure is influenced by the presence of flanking regions, i.e. the choice of sequence window selected for the study (15) . Methods such as RNAplfold can be used to screen sequences for structured regions in general (16) . Dotu et al. presented an approach that can be used to determine boundaries of structured regions (17) . RNAsnp identifies local regions where a mutation makes the biggest impact on a structure (18) . However, these approaches do not consider folding into a specific structure. Based on multiple sequences, LocARNA-P optimizes boundaries of the resulting semi-local multiple sequence-structure alignment, but it is designed for a completely different purpose (19) . Thus, it is not applicable to analyze the impact of sequence context on folding for individual sequences. So far, it has not been subject to systematic studies how inclusion of different lengths of flanking regions influences the folding in silico or experimentally into a particular structure.
In this study, we investigate to what extent folding of a single sequence into a specified structure is influenced by its flanking nucleotides, i.e. the sequence adjacent to the first and last pairing nucleotide.
In more detail, given a known or predicted structure, we generate differently sized flanking regions by pairwise extension of the sequence spanning from the first to last pairing nucleotide. We refer to the sequence spanned by the first and last pairing nucleotide as the constrained region since we constrain base pairs of the structure. The constrained region is extended from its genomic context, i.e. the genomic sequence adjacent to it. For all extensions of flanking regions, we evaluate the probability to observe the constrained structure. This was implemented in the ViennaRNA package using constrained folding (20) . Our approach compares partition functions (21) corresponding to constrained and unconstrained folding for all sizes of flanking regions up to a predefined maximum. Thus, it takes flexibility and the possibility for different populations of structures into account. The subset of structures that satisfy the structure constraints is compared to the set of all possible structures, i.e. the probability is defined by the Boltzmann distribution corresponding to the ratio of the two partition functions. Since extending a structure by flanking regions can further stabilize it, e.g. by extending a helix, the flanking regions improve the probability of observing the desired structure. The probability for observing constrained structures is calculated efficiently using dynamic programming.
In the following, we introduce RNA Context Optimization by Probability (RNAcop), a computational framework for evaluating the influence of different lengths of flanking regions on folding a single sequence into a specified structure. RNAcop takes the single sequence and the structure constraints as input. Flanking region lengths are then optimized using energy-based folding into the constrained structure. For example, structure constraints can be derived from comparative RNA structure predictions, prior knowledge from experiments, single sequence folding and pattern search approaches. A strength of RNAcop is to transfer base pairs predicted from multiple related sequence to single sequence folding. Although secondary structures are often predicted most reliably based on multiple phylogenetically related sequences (22, 23) , such approaches might not sufficiently consider the influence of flanking nucleotides of individual sequences. For this reason, we focus on base pairs constraints derived from comparative analysis.
Here, we apply RNAcop in several scenarios: (i) in an artificial setting demonstrating a proof of concept of the impact of flanking regions, (ii) impact of flanking regions on cis-regulatory elements as established in Rfam (24) and (iii) on in silico predicted RNA structural alignments (Seemann, S.E. et al., unpublished data). These analyses are followed up by in vitro experiments that illustrate how different lengths of flanking regions may influence different properties of predicted structures.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Computational method
Computing the probability for folding with a fixed substructure. Let x[1. . . N] denote an RNA sequence of length N, let i 0 and j 0 denote the start and end of subsequence x[i 0 . . . j 0 ] that contains the structure S 0 used as the constraint, e.g. a structure extracted from a multiple sequencestructure-alignment. The probability for folding into structure S 0 given a subsequence
. We refer to the partition function over all possible secondary structures for the subsequence x[i, j] satisfying the constrained secondary structure S 0 by Z S 0 i, j . We refer to the partition function over all possible secondary structures for subsequence x[i, j] by Z i, j , then the probability is defined by the following Boltzmann distribution:
where G S 0 i, j and G i, j are the free energy contributions corresponding to the partition function Z S 0 i, j and Z i, j , respectively, i.e. G i, j = −RTln(Z i, j ).
We implemented this approach in the ViennaRNA package where computation of the partition function is carried out according to (21) using RNAfold with a constrained substructure S 0 on x[i 0 . . . j 0 ] (20) . The free energy contributions G S 0 i, j and G i, j are obtained for all subsequences by a single call using constrained folding and dynamic programming. The size of each flanking region can be confined to a range by specifying a minimum and a maximum length.
Mapping of consensus structures to sequences. Constraints based on a consensus structure are defined by projecting the structure to each sequence of the multiple sequence structure alignment separately. We use the notation of constraints for a nucleotide as previously defined in the ViennaRNA Package (20) : '.' no constraint, '(' and ')' constrain two nucleotides to pair. Only base pairs are constrained if they resulted in canonical base pairs after mapping and if both parentheses do not correspond to gaps in the initial sequence of the alignment. For all other nucleotides no constraints are defined.
Datasets
Benchmarking extension of flanking regions. Here, we create a dataset consisting of Rfam seed sequences (v. 11.0, (24) ) that contain an arbitrary structure in the 5 part and a Figure 1 . Extending flanking regions into adjacent structures. A set of structure families was selected that could be split into a 5 structure part (depicted in blue) and an isolated stem loop in 3 direction (depicted in red). We define an initial sequence that contains the 5 structure, but does not contain the 3 stem loop and unpaired bases between the 5 structure and the stem loop. We assigned constraints for the base pairs of the 5 structure. The initial sequence was then progressively extended into 3 direction. For each sequence extension, the probability of folding into the constrained structure was computed. In particular, a decrease in probability is to be expected when including the first half of the nucleotides which form the stem loop into the extended sequence.
stem loop in the 3 end. We also require that these structural elements are separated at least by a single nucleotide. For such sequence we can consider the 5 part as the structure under investigation and study the influence of an adjacent structure represented by the 3 end stem loop, see Figure 1 for details. (All secondary structure depictions were drawn using RNAfdl (25) ).
More precisely, the sequences were constructed as follows. For each seed family we calculated the median base pair density over all sequences onto which the consensus structure was mapped back to the individual sequences. We compute the base pair density of an individual sequence as (# bases involved in base pairs)/(length of sequence). Families with a median base pair density higher than 0.3 were further subject to analysis. From these families, sequences including an extension of 200nt in 5 and 3 direction were downloaded from the European Nucleotide Archive (ENA) (26) . The reverse complement was calculated for sequences of an alignment that are located on the negative strand. Afterward, constraints were assigned to each extended sequence based on the mapped consensus structure (see below). For some sequences, no meaningful constraints could be assigned, e.g. due to outdated ENA accession numbers, if sequences could not be extended by 200nt in both directions or if extended sequences contained other definitions for nucleotides than A, C, G and U. For each family, the seed sequences were redundancy reduced at >95% identity cut-off. Only sequences for which 90% of the base pairs mapped back to the ENA sequence were kept. Also, families which contained <10 members were removed. This resulted in 324 Rfam families. RNAshapes (27) was then used to obtain consensus structures that contain 3 stem loops that are simple (no bulges and interior loops) and have at least 5bp. This further reduced the dataset to 18 families.
Using these families it is now possible to analyze the effects of constraint folding. With outset in the scenario depicted in Figure 1 the base pairs in the 5 part are constrained while we extend the sequence toward the 3 end. Here, we added the unpaired 5 end from the seed alignment as 5 flanking region. For each extension of a single nucleotide we compute the probability to fold into the constrained structure as described above.
Impact of sequence context on known structures.
To measure how extension of the sequence context influences folding of a known structure, we used Rfam to create a dataset of cis-regulatory elements for which the sequence length is not well defined. Rfam seed families that have a type annotated as 'cis-reg' were extracted from Rfam 11.0. This data set contains 217 Rfam families in total. As mentioned above, sequences were redundancy reduced at a >95% sequence identity cut-off and only sequences were kept for which 90% of the base pairs mapped back to the ENA sequence. This results in 203 families which contain at least a single member and 95 families which contain at least five members.
Impact of sequence context on predicted RNA structures.
To complement the context analysis on known RNA families, we further employ predictions from a genomic screen for conserved RNA structures (Seemann, S.E. et al., unpublished data). These predictions were carried out on UCSC 17-way vertebrate sequence alignments with the human genome (hg18) using CMfinder (v. 0.2) with a 150nt base pair span and otherwise default parameters and P-score (28) (29) (30) . We note that at least one-third of the 95 families in the cis-regulatory dataset were originally discovered using CMfinder (13, 31) .
We selected predicted structures in the very high confidence end of the screen (P-score ≥ 100). Considering the human sequences, these were filtered as above and extended 100nt up-and downstream of the first and last pairing nucleotide. We calculated pairwise probabilities for observing the constrained structure, also as mentioned above. Based on the analysis of cis-regulatory structures, we filtered out structures where the maximum probability to observe the constrained structure P max was <10 −10 . This resulted in 18403 conserved predicted RNA structures.
In vitro folding experiments
In vitro experiments were based on three different types of sequences for each selected structure prediction: (i) an unextended sequence, (ii) a sequence with flanking regions corresponding to a high probability to observe the predicted structure and (iii) a sequence with flanking regions corresponding to a low probability for observing the structure. The two latter are in the following referred to as 'high probability flanking regions' and 'low probability flanking regions', respectively.
Next, we selected 10 CMfinder predictions based on several criteria including (i) the maximum probability for observing the structure, (ii) changes in dot-plots between unextended and high probability flanking regions, (iii) inspection of their flanking region probability landscapes and (iv) overlap to annotated genes (32) or protein binding sites (33) (for details, see Supplementary text S1, Figure S6 and Table  S1 ). For the folding experiments, we are only interested in compact structures, thus, we filtered out sequences containing isolated stem loops in the 5 and 3 ends.
The three different variants of each conserved structure were amplified from human gDNA using specific DNA oligos (Supplementary text S1, Table S5 ) and Phusion polymerase (Thermo Scientific) using standard conditions. CMfinder predictions M1590713 and M0501272 were excluded from further analysis due to failure to amplify all three variants. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) products were purified from 2% agarose gels using the GeneJET PCR Purification Kit (Thermo Scientific). The forward oligo of each reaction contained the T7 promoter sequence and each PCR product were in vitro transcribed into 32 P-labeled transcripts using T7 RNA polymerase (Thermo Scientific) according to the protocol of the manufacturer. The three variants for the CMfinder prediction M2233531 did not transcribe into RNAs of the correct size and were left out of the analysis. The remaining 21 transcripts were purified from 10% denaturing (50% urea) polyacrylamide gels. Radiolabeled and gel purified transcripts were denatured by heating to 90
• C for 1 min in 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.8), 140 mM KCl. Then, the transcripts were folded by incubation at 60
• C for 15 min, slow-cooled to 30
• C over a period of 15 min, after which MgCl 2 was added to a final concentration of 3 mM, followed by further incubation at 30
• C for 15 min. The transcripts were then subjected to native gel electrophoresis in 10% polyacrylamide gels (34 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 66 mM HEPES (pH 7.5) and 3 mM MgCl2) (34) .
RESULTS
Mis-folding of structural elements due to inadequate 3 flanking regions
To demonstrate the influence of flanking nucleotides on the folding of a structural domain, we created a dataset consisting of 18 RNA families from Rfam, each containing two separable structural domains; a variable, but structured 5 part, and a 3 part consisting of a simple stem loop. We then applied base pair constraints to the 5 part and calculated the probability of observing these structures upon stepwise extension of the sequences into the 3 stem loop and beyond. The motivation is to show how flanking regions derived from improper truncation of a sequence can affect folding into a constrained structure. If a sequence extension includes only the 5 half of the stem loop, those nucleotides can interfere with folding into the constrained structure. Inclusion of progressively more nucleotides in the 3 part should result in formation of the stem loop and relieve the constrained 5 part from the folding interference. Therefore, this interference should be reflected in a decrease in probability for observing the structure in the 5 part. For 9 out of 18 families, the probability profile is consistent with this expectation. Five families exhibit a clear decrease in probability, i.e. over all quartiles of sequences ( Figure 2A , Supplementary text S1, Figure S1B , Figure S3A , Figure S4B and Figure S5B ).
For additional four families, the effect is visible for the median of sequences ( Figure 2B , Supplementary text S1, Figure S1A , Figure S1C and Figure S2D ). In the remaining nine cases the effect is less or not visible at all, e.g. Figure 2C . This is expected, as the effect will vary depending on the exact type of structural elements involved and their respective sequences. Although this analysis is based on an artificial . Probability profile for a structure following progressive 3 extension into a stem loop structure and beyond. The profile is composed of a series of box plots comprising all sequences of the family at each length of extension from the last paired nucleotide in the constrained structure. Three cases are depicted. (A) Ribosomal protein L20 leader family (RF00558) shows a probability decrease over all quartiles. (B) sraA family (RF02029) shows a decrease in the median; and (C) PrrF RNA family (RF00444) shows no decrease. Solid gray lines indicate the median and dashed gray lines (if not the same value) the 75% quartile over all RNA family members of the first and last position of the stem loop. The analysis illustrates a clear effect of inclusion of 3 flanking sequences on the probability of observing a constrained structure, P s , in several RNA families. scenario, it demonstrates the impact of flanking sequences on the folding of a structural domain in a substantial fraction of the analyzed RNA families.
Application of RNAcop to established structure families
Next, we examined the influence of flanking regions on cis-regulatory structures. Cis-regulatory elements are much smaller than the size of their transcript, thus it is often necessary to extract a smaller region containing the element. We examined a set of 95 Rfam families which are annotated as cis-regulatory elements (see 'Materials and Methods' section). Consensus structures were mapped to single sequences and probabilities were calculated for pairwise extensions of flanking regions into, both, 5 and 3 direction. As mentioned above, we define constraints for base pairs. The sequence is then extended into the 5 direction starting from the first pairing nucleotide and in 3 direction starting from the last pairing nucleotide. Probabilities of folding into the constrained structures were computed for each pairwise extension. The number of sequences in the set of 95 cisregulatory Rfam families ranges from five to 350, has a median of eleven, a 0.25-quantile of seven and a 0.75-quantile of 26.
Our aim was to show whether and how different choices of flanking regions influence folding into known structures based on the set of 95 cis-regulatory structure families. Firstly, we determined the range of the maximum probability for observing a structure P max ( Figure 3A ).
The median P max over all sequences of one family falls into a range from 10 −13 to ≈1 with a median of 0.33. There is only one family with a median P max <10 −10 , i.e. ribosomal frame shift site family (RF01835). This family contains 10 members.
Secondly, we evaluated how the probability for observing a structure depends on choices of flanking regions ( Figure 3B and C) . Here, we consider an extension in the range of 0-100nt in both the 5 and the 3 direction, thus a (0..100nt) × (0..100nt) window area of nucleotide extensions. We refer to the probabilities of observing the structure corresponding to such a 'window area' of extensions as the probability landscape. To demonstrate how different choices of flanking regions impact folding, we compare flanking regions corresponding to the maximum and to the minimum probabilities for each sequence ( Figure 3B ). This corresponds to the most extreme choices. For 91% of the 95 families, the median difference in probability between minimum and maximum is >10-fold, for 79% >100-fold and for 63% of the families >1000-fold. Based on the folding experiments (presented below), a ≈10-fold decrease in probability is sufficient to observe changes in how homogeneously an ensemble of transcripts folds, (Supplementary text S4, Figure S14 and Supplementary text S1, Table S3 ). For less extreme choices, we compare flanking regions corresponding to the 75% and 25% quartiles of the probability landscape for folding into a structure which we refer to as 0.75 and 0.25 quantiles. These choices reflect two suboptimal choices ( Figure 3C ). When comparing 0.75 and 0.25-quantiles, the median of difference in probability is >10-fold for 31% of the families, >100-fold for 7% of the families, i.e. 7 out of 95. For several families, there are sequences which exhibit differences in probability that are orders of magnitude higher than the median difference for the family. For instance, 0.75 quantiles over the sequences for the difference in probability are ≥100-fold for 24% of the families ( Figure 3C ). Hence, very unfortunate choices may have a high impact on folding into a structures. Also, when comparing suboptimal choices of flanking regions, there are relevant differences in probability that can influence folding.
A relevant question is whether adding flanking nucleotides necessarily improves the probability for folding into a constrained structure. For this purpose, we compared unextended sequences to optimal extensions of flanking regions ( Figure 3D ). For 4% of the families, there is a median improvement in probability that is >10-fold. Note that 11% of the cis-regulatory structure families contain a fraction of sequences, reflected by the 90%-quantiles, for which the probability of folding into the structure is increased more than 10-fold when optimal flanking regions are added. As an example, Figure 4 and Figure S16 (supplementary text S5) illustrate that a member of the wcaG RNA family is likely to fold into a substantially different structure if no flanking regions are added. In particular, we identified potential base pair partners within the 3 flanking region that have a stabilizing effect. These base pairs appear to be conserved in the wcaG Rfam seed family (supplementary text S5, Table S6-S8) . Similarly, for a member of the T box leader family, we found stabilizing base pairs with the 5 flanking region that appear to be partially conserved (supplementary text S5, Figure S17 , Table S9-S10). Our results show that adding flanking regions improves the probability of folding into the constrained structure for a relevant fraction of sequences for the cis-regulatory RNA families.
Application of RNAcop to predicted structure motifs
In addition to the well-established families of structured RNAs in Rfam, we extended our analysis of the impact of flanking sequences using a set of predicted structures (see 'Materials and Methods' section). Similarly to our analysis on cis-regulatory elements from Rfam, we compared optimal flanking regions against the corresponding unextended sequence for each predicted motif.
Our results indicate that the increase in difference of the probability between optimal and unextended sequences depends on the size of the predicted motif ( Figure 5 ). Here, we plot the fraction of motifs with a higher than pre-set foldchange in probability of observing the constrained structure. We observed that the fraction of motifs increases with increasing size. For example, for structures with a minimum length of 75nt, 774 out of 10647 conserved structures (7%) show a more than 10-fold increase in probability. When restricting the minimum size to 100nt, this fraction increases to 15%, i.e. 616 out of 3918 motifs. Overall, there are 829 motifs with a difference in probability >10-fold. However, only 26% of the 829 motifs have a size of 100nt or less. Hence, RNAcop can be useful in delineating optimal flanking regions for novel structure predictions, in particular for long predicted motifs. Probability for observing constrained structures in cis-regulatory elements. This figure shows the probability for observing a structure after optimal extension (A), and compares different potential choices of flanking regions (B-D). 5 and 3 flanking regions were extended in a (0..100nt) × (0..100nt) window area for a set of filtered Rfam cis-regulatory element families. Each box plot corresponds to one family. Families are sorted by the median probability over all family members. P max and P min refer to the maximum and minimum probability based on choices of flanking regions, P 0.75 and P 0.25 to the 25%-and 75% probability quartiles and P 0/0 to the probability of an unextended sequence for observing the structure. (A) maximum probability, (B) difference between minimum and maximum probability, i.e. the difference between the best and worst choices for flanking region lengths, (C) difference between 25%-and 75%-quartile, i.e. the difference between less extreme choices, (D) difference between maximum probability and probability of an unextended sequence. 'Unextended' and 'predicted high probability' refer to the sequence without flanking nucleotides and flanking regions that lead to a high probability of observing the consensus structure, respectively.
In vitro folding experiments
To experimentally assess structural differences imposed by flanking regions, we selected 10 predicted motifs (Supplementary text S1, Table S2 ). For each predicted motif, we use three types of sequences (see 'Materials and Methods' section): (i) unextended sequence, (ii) high probability flanking regions and (iii) low probability flanking regions. The 10 predicted motifs were selected based on the most pronounced differences in base pair probability distributions and the probability of observing the predicted consensus structure between unextended sequences and high probability flanking regions. To obtain a high probability of folding into the predicted consensus structure, it was crucial to choose flanking region lengths in specific ranges for several motifs. For instance, if flanking regions are extended into the 5 direction for a CMfinder prediction (M0291522) there is a low probability of observing this structure. However, extending the 3 flanking region by 7-15nt or adding 10nt in both directions yields a high probability for folding into the structure ( Figure 6A) .
In another example, high probabilities for a CMfinder prediction (M1068429) are achieved only with a minimum Figure 5 . Probability difference for observing predicted structures. 5 and 3 flanking regions were extended in a (0..100nt) × (0..100nt) window area for a set of filtered CMfinder predictions. Probabilities corresponding to optimal extensions (P max ) are compared to probabilities corresponding to unextended sequences (P 0/0 ). The fraction of structures that is higher than an indicated fold-change in probability is depicted. Note the exponential growth which declines of around 100nt minimum size. This value corresponds to the default at which CMfinder starts to merge motifs. We assume that this result in an increase of the amount of bifurcated structures. Consistently, we observe that for a larger portion of the longer structures (>100nt) it is possible to find flanking regions which result in high probability to fold into the constrained structure, here the CMfinder predicted consensus structure. length of 5nt for each flanking region ( Figure 6B ). Note that for the selected candidates, only a few combinations of flanking regions inside a (0..100nt) × (0..100nt) window area of flanking region lengths yielded high log 10 probabilities ( Figure 6 and Supplementary text S2, Figure S7 and 8). Also, flanking regions can have a stabilizing effect for a structure, e.g. by extending a stem of base pairs. Hence, the highest probability does not have to correspond to the unextended sequence, i.e. (0, 0), as depicted in the Figure 6 .
For the 10 selected motifs, we choose flanking regions that exhibit high differences in probability between unextended sequences and high probability flanking regions (Supplementary text S1, Table S3 and Table S4 ). Rather than choosing unnecessarily long flanking regions, we choose shorter flanking regions with a similar overall sequence length for high probability flanking region and low probability flanking region sequences. In addition, we preferably selected flanking regions in such a way that there would be only minor changes in probability when their length were increased or decreased by a few nucleotides. In other words, flanking region lengths with some tolerance in both 5 -and 3 -direction.
To evaluate how much the high probability flanking regions and the folded unextended sequences agree with the consensus structure of the predicted motif, we compared dot plots of base pair probabilities. From this, we observe that high probability flanking regions yield the smallest deviations from the consensus structure (Supplementary text S3, Figure S9-S13) .
To obtain transcripts, three different templates corresponding to different versions of the 10 selected motifs were amplified from genomic DNA with an appended T7 RNA polymerase promoter. Seven out of the ten selected motifs could be amplified and transcribed in a sufficient quality to perform folding experiments. Transcripts were run in parallel on denaturing (UPAG) and native gels. The denaturing gels reveal the length and quality of the transcripts. The native gels were run after subjecting the RNA to a folding protocol and reveal the homogeneity and compactness of the folded RNA.
For five out of seven candidates, we observe differences in structural homogeneity based on native gels ( Figure 7A and Supplementary text S4, Figure S14A-D) .
Either transcripts corresponding to the unextended sequence or to the low probability flanking region sequence show a less homogeneous distribution on native gels compared to transcripts corresponding to the high probability flanking region sequence. For illustration, we show differences in homogeneity observed on the native gel for CMfinder candidate M1068429 ( Figure 7A ). There is one band for the unextended sequence, one major band and an additional faint band for the sequence containing high Base pair probability dot plot comparing the unextended sequence against the high probability flanking regions sequence (left side) and dot plot comparing the low probability flanking region sequence against the high probability flanking regions sequence (right side). Dot plots were generated with RNAfold (20) . Base pairs of the consensus structure are indicated by empty red rectangles. Probabilities for base pairs that overlap with those of the consensus structure are indicated by green rectangles whereas black rectangles refer to probabilities for base pairs that don't overlap with the consensus structure. The area refers to the square-root of the probability for observing the base pair. probability flanking regions and four bands for the sequence that has low probability flanking regions. This indicates the presence of multiple populations (ensembles) of structures. This is depicted on the base pair probability dot plots ( Figure 7B ). Importantly, compared to the the high probability flanking region sequence, the overlap with base pairs of the consensus structure is much lower for the unextended sequence and the sequence containing low probability flanking regions based on dot plots ( Figure 7B) . Hence, we expect the unextended sequence and low probability flanking region sequence to fold into structures that show higher deviations from the consensus structure. Another information derived from dot plots is an expected heterogeneity of the ensembles due to conflicting base pairs, i.e. different populations of structures. While the unextended sequence is expected to fold into one homogeneous population of structures, but largely deviating from the consensus structure, we expect the high probability flanking region sequence to fold into two or more populations of structures of which one closely resembles the consensus structure. This agrees with the two observed bands on the native gel. Similarly, we expect two or more populations of structures for the low probability flanking region sequence that all substantially differ from the consensus structure. The results from dot plot analysis are in good agreement with the native gels.
For the remaining two of the seven CMfinder motifs, all three variants folded into homogeneous structures as judged from the native gels. However, the transcripts corresponding to the high probability flanking region sequence of CMfinder prediction M1516327 appeared to fold into more compact (faster migrating) structures than the other variants in relation to the size of the transcripts ( Figure 8A) . Similarly, the high probability flanking region variant for CMfinder prediction M0291522 folds into more compact structures than the low probability flanking region variant (Supplementary text S4, Figure S15A ).
Whereas this compactness can be depicted on the dot plots (Supplementary text S3, Figure S9C and D), the maximum expected accuracy (MEA) structure is more intuitive. The MEA structure is the structure formed from the base pairs with the overall highest probabilities (35) and can, for example, be computed using RNAfold (20) . For the two predicted motifs M1516327 and M0291522, we expect transcripts corresponding to the unextended and low probability sequence to fold into more elongated structures that have a higher deviation from the consensus structure than the high probability flanking region sequence. Consequently, the high probability flanking region sequence should migrate faster in relation to its sequence length through the native gel compared to the unextended and low probability flanking region sequence. The MEA structure predictions ( Figure 8B and Supplementary text S4, Figure S15B ) are in good agreement with the migration behavior seen on native gels.
Our in vitro experiments indicate potential improvements of folding into the predicted motif for each selected motif when flanking regions are properly assessed with RNAcop. Transcripts corresponding to the high probability flanking region sequence migrate faster on the native gel than the other variants. This indicates a higher compactness of transcripts corresponding to the high probability flanking region sequence (A). Predicted MEA structures agree with this observation and suggest a closer resemblance between the CMfinder consensus structure and the MEA structure of the high probability flanking region sequence compared to the other variants (B).
Web server and availability
RNAcop is available as a web server at http://rth.dk/ resources/rnacop and stand alone command-line version. The RNAcop web server takes either a manually entered sequence and a constraint in a dot-bracket-like notation as input or a file containing sequence-constraint pairs for multiple entries. Our tool enumerates probabilities for observing the constrained structure for all pair-wise combinations of flanking region lengths and suggests regions for high probability flanking regions based on a dis-joint sets approach (36), see supplementary text (Algorithm S1-7) for details.
DISCUSSION
Here, we addressed the fundamental question of how folding into a specific local RNA structure is influenced by its sequence context. Our analysis of structures had outset in comparative RNA structure analyses where the predicted structure is not necessarily in agreement with the one obtained from energetic folding of a single sequence. The local structure on the one hand might not have well defined boundaries. Here, adding properly chosen flanking regions, might improve the agreement between a structure obtained from single sequence folding and the one obtained from comparative analysis. On the other hand, a number of experimental approaches require flanking sequences, e.g. a primer site for primer extension based analysis. In spite of emerging methods for transcriptome-wide identification of structures based on chemical probing combined with deep sequencing (37) (38) (39) , single sequences are still a common subject to analysis. This includes classic chemical probing of base accessibility (e.g. by DMS) and more recent methods for backbone probing by SHAPE (selective 2 -hydroxyl acylation analyzed by primer extension) for examining RNA structure, folding and binding of ligands (40) (41) (42) (43) . Another aspect comprises structural predictions that are used to synthesize RNA segments for functional screens, e.g. catalytic properties or ligand binding. Here, a tag may be added to facilitate the assay or for selection or purification of candidates with the desired properties. Therefore, a relevant question emerges on how flanking regions can impact folding into the structure. In this, poorly chosen flanking regions might completely compromise the experiment.
Using RNAcop, we first of all showed how the flanking regions can affect the structure, but also how to find the most suitable ones. In vitro experiments support our computational analysis. Our computational results suggest that it is of particular relevance to add properly selected flanking regions to predicted structures >100nt whereas mostly smaller sequences or known structures from Rfam appear to fold into stable structures without adding flanking nucleotides. Even though several of the cis-regulatory Rfam families were initially discovered with CMfinder, the same tool as we used for predicting novel structures, we can assume that Rfam structures are in general better defined than novel structures from de novo screens.
Given the amount of genome-wide screens for conserved RNA structures that range from bacteria over Drosophila to mammals e.g. (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) 31, (44) (45) (46) (47) (48) , there is an increasing need for properly evaluating the influence of flanking regions before conducting experiments. Based on in vitro experiments, we can observe differences between the different types of flanking regions for all seven candidate structures. For either the unextended sequence or low probability flanking regions, we observe a decrease in homogeneity of the structural ensemble in five out of seven cases. For two cases, native gels suggest a higher compactness of transcripts corresponding to high probability flanking regions in comparison to the other variants. We can associate this increased compactness with a higher similarity to the predicted consensus structure.
Besides aspects presented in this study, our approach is applicable to other problems. RNAcop provides an intu-itive probability for folding into a specified structure. In this study, we only constrained base pairs. It is also possible to constrain nucleotides not to pair which can be an important aspect to asses accessibility of certain nucleotides. Hence, RNAcop can be used to evaluate the probability of observing motifs that comprise single-stranded and structured parts. As such RNAcop can complement simplified scoring functions of motif search tools like RNAMotif (49) . In addition, the change in probability to observe a structure allows to compare different sequence compositions with regard to a specified secondary structure. This could prove useful for sequence design independently of a genomic context, e.g. for artificial flanking regions, as a structure fitness measure or to augment computational methods for RNA structure-based mutagenesis studies as recently published (18, 50) .
Furthermore, RNAcop can be used to study biological processes that involve RNA cleavage reactions. As an example, we used RNAcop to show that removal of the 5 flanking region and processing of 3 flanking region during tRNA maturation results in improved probabilities of folding into the consensus structure for several human Rfam tRNA seed sequences (supplementary text S5, Figure S19 ) (51) (52) (53) . In contrast, improper cleavage of flanking regions can lead to increased disturbance of the secondary structure formation.
Despite a variety of applications, our approach is designed for folding a single sequence while taking a constrained structure into account (e.g. from multiple structural RNA alignments) which leads to some limitations. RNAcop is in particular applicable to scenarios where the structure of the single sequence deviates from the constrained structure, but where flanking regions can compensate in the folding. Therefore, our approach cannot in general be expected to cope with structural 'fine tuning' resulting from flanking regions. An example is the glycine riboswitch where the extension of the 5 flanking region resulted in additional three base pairs in the core structure (54, 55) . Although there was a clear functional impact on ligand binding for the obtained structure, the core structure itself is stable without the additional base pairs. Hence, RNAcop cannot be used directly to identify these additional base pairs. However, as shown in the Supplementary Text S5 RNAcop can be used as the first step for such an analysis of the glycine riboswitch. By inspecting the top ranking highprobability flanking regions, the additional three base pairs in the glycine riboswitch structure can be found. In more detail, the additional base pairs can be found when examining base pair probabilities corresponding to the top two and three flanking regions based on flanking region length tolerance based ranking (supplementary text S5, Table S11 and Figure S20-S22 ). Similar observations are made for a wcaG RNA (Figure 4 , supplementary text S5, Figure S17 , table S6-8) and a T box leader element (supplementary text S5, Figure S17 , Table S9-S10).
To our knowledge, our approach is the first one that directly evaluates the impact of different lengths of flanking regions on the probability of folding into a specified structure. Our results indicate a relevant fraction of cases that may exhibit substantial improvements when lengths of flanking regions are properly evaluated. Chemical probing experiments could provide further supporting evidence for beneficial structural changes when flanking regions are optimized. We provide RNAcop as both command line tool and web server. We already applied RNAcop to an in house genomic screen for novel RNA structures (Seemann, S.E. et al., unpublished data). In general, genomic screens are expected to benefit from applying RNAcop before conducting in vitro experiments on potential RNA structures. As such we anticipate that our approach will save time and efforts for a wide range of studies and contribute to new aspects of analyzing RNA structures.
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